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LOOKING
AHEAD A BIT

H E Palestinian negotiators have returned home to a lot of

opla.
por the moment it's an Intifada of olive branches replacing the
nes and overshadowing the guns,
•or the moment a sense of
ieved hope has replaced that
(ear-total despair,
this is the pace of human afk - and the politicians of
Istripes know it very well.
Iple everywhere desperately
(t to cling to whatever v i is of a better future they
[ often avoiding reality for
png as they dare.
;t the real question that
Id be on people's minds
now is what happens
and i f - as seems likely fe hoopla eventually fades,
plive branches wilt, and the
: on-the-ground realities of
overall situation remain
1 as they were back when
itifada was launched?
r the seemingly inescapageopolitical realities are
Israel is nowhere near alig Palestinian aspirations
en be partially fulfilled,
ere near withdrawing
the occupied territories,
ere near accommodating
moderates who seek a re1 accommodation under
ican hegemony.
1 furthermore - i f we
lue in realpolitik terms
than wishful dreams —
not even to begin this kind of
nited States is nowhere
political theatrics raising all
arcing Israel to do any of
the intractable issues to a new
things. For even if Presivisibility and stature.
jeorge Bush and SecreBut when they no longer
F State James Baker were
could avoid the political dance
It to do so - and they do
altogether - but still only after
they would not be able
the dance had been consideraso, and they will not.
bly altered to their own style only does the current
the Israelis have done what
can president have too
they could to make their totally
skeletons in his own
intransigent positions sound, at
5 — with the Israelis
least in parts, reasonable and
ig to themselves a set of
rational.
- but even i f Bush and
were to try both ConBenjamin Netanyahu is a
and the Democratic opmaster political linguist able to
n would still come galtwist any argument beyond
forward to protect the
recognition while grinning
from being so coerced,
agreeably. Netanyahu even auration of political lOUs
daciously made a trial run at
ilic brain-washing can't
convincing everyone in Marsed easily.
drid that Israel really does accept resolutions 242 and 338
after all, even though his deenough, the US and its
scription of them isn't likely to
Arab allies, including
get any nods other than from
alestinian aristocracy
his own delegation.
looking for a way out
vn reasons, have all
So while nearly everyone
to create today's adseems to be focusing on the dinew atmosphere. And
plomacy of the moment while
dy this new atmosimbibing; the atmosphere of
than new geopohope, it seems to me the Job of
lities, that seems to
historically-aware
analysts
ly everyone so high
should be not Just to focus on
lent.
the moment but to look a bit
ears the Israelis had
ahead.
ne way or another to
True, the Palestinians are unscenes that have just
derstandably excited that their
ice in Madrid. With no
case is finally being heard on
»mpromise that they
the international stage with
Ig to make on the badelegates of their own 1 of land and Palestini- though admittedly kozherized
, the Israelis have alby both the Israelis and the
)wn it was a lot better
Americans — speaking up and

From

Washington
getting heard.
Moreover, the various major
media organs of both the
American establishment and
the Arab establishment
mostly owned and manipulated
by a privileged class that has
so much to gain by an accommodation with Israel - are
constantly touting the virtues
of the new world order, constantly explaining why a political path is now likely to succeed though it has failed for
much of the eentury; constantly Justifying and rationalising
things that Just a few years ago
would have seemed unacceptable.
It is precisely this kind of
self-deception, precisely this
kind of overall failure to realistically look ahead that has
been responsible in past decades for getting all of us into
today's tangled political mess.
And if such failure to honestly look ahead continues,
then tomorrow's mess may be
even bigger and more tragic.
What is really happening,
obscured by the new atmosphere of Madrid, is something
like this:
• Lacking military and economic power, quite exhausted
by the struggle and the creeping transformation of the last
parts of Palestine into Israel —
and with much of the Arab
World
having
abandoned
them, at least from their pointof-view - the Palestinian establishment has embarked on a

The Palestinians are
better at P R this
time then they've ever
been before -- which says
of course a lot about the!
past - hut then their
case has always|
been a very good onej
badly handled
new kind of struggle using the
only weapons they feel available to them .. .the weapons of
public relations.
Admittedly, the Palestinians
are better at P R this time then
they've ever been before which says of course a lot
about the past — but then their
case has always been a very
good one badly handled.
And yet PR is no serious
substitute for real power. And
while their PR has improved,
their geopolitical situation further deteriorates quite literally
as their spokesmen speak. The
bulk of their territories are already occupied; the growing
majority of even the 22 percent
of the area of historic Palestine
that lies across the Green Line
already taken by the Israelis.
Soviet Jews continue to swell
Israel's numbers; worldwide
Jewish support continues to
further empower and embolden
the Jewish entity; and American financial and military support - as opposed to rhetorical
slights of hand - continues in
substantial amounts, notwithstanding what happens to the
further grant now being contemplated in the form of "loan
guarantees".
• The Arab World, coming
out of the complex civil war
that has been fought out primarily in the territory of Lebanon and Iraq, desperately seeks
a stabilising accommodation
with the U S and understandably has concluded this requires
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a historic deal with Israel, even
at the expense of the Palestinians.
In a sense, the Arab establishment seems to have concluded that it have much
bigger fish to fry than either
worrying about Israel or the
Palestinians.
• As for the Israelis, they
have always understood that
they must await their historic
moments to be able to get what
many have always told them
they could not achieve simultaneously - final control over
the whole land of Israel as well
as an accommodation with the
Arabs.
Possibly tragically, that's the
lesson the Israelis basically derived from what we all now
call "Camp David" — i.e., no
need for a comprehensive settlement, no need to accept the
will of the international community no matter how often
expressed; no need to ever accept Palestinian nationalism
other than possibly in Jordan.
Rather, from the Israeli point
of view, they need Just wait
until some Arab leader comes
along who either purposely can
be bought off in one way or
another or else can be tricked
in one way or another.
Now the Israelis are playing
the same game with the various Arab regimes and the various Palestinian factions. And
meanwhile the Americans are
much more helpless when
dealing with Israel than it may
seem; which is why so much
of Washington's focus has
been strictly on procedure
avoiding the gut issues of substance.
Next week, in this column,
it will be important to delve
further into the realities of political life in America when it
comes to the Israeli-Palestinian
quagmire.

